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Abstract

Among all the existing biometric modalities, authentication systems based on

keystroke dynamics present interesting advantages. These solutions are well

accepted by users and cheap as no additional sensor is required for authenticat-

ing the user before accessing to an application. In the last thirty years, many

researchers have proposed, different algorithms aimed at increasing the perfor-

mance of this approach. Their main drawback lies on the large number of data

required for the enrollment step. As a consequence, the verification system is

barely usable, because the enrollment is too restrictive. In this work, we propose

a new method based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning satisfying

industrial conditions (i.e., few samples per user are needed during the enrollment

phase to create its template). In this method, users are authenticated through

the keystroke dynamics of a shared secret (chosen by the system administrator).

We use the GREYC keystroke database that is composed of a large number of

users (100) for validation purposes. We compared the proposed method with

six methods from the literature (selected based on their ability to work with

few enrollment samples). Experimental results show that, eventhough the com-

putation time to build the template can be longer with our method (54 seconds
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against 3 seconds for most of the others), its performance outperforms the other

methods in an industrial context (Equal Error Rate of 15.28% against 16.79%

and 17.02% for the two best methods of the state-of-the-art, on our dataset and

five samples to create the template, with a better computation time than the

second best method).

Key words: Biometrics, Authentication, Keystroke dynamics, Support Vector

Machine learning.

1. Introduction1

Authentication systems allow entities to be recognized before using resources;2

these resources can be physical, like a building, or logical, like a computer appli-3

cation. Traditionally, individuals authenticate themselves on computers by us-4

ing the classical couple of username and password. This scheme, which is based5

only on one factor: the knowledge of the username and the password, suffers6

from various security holes [1]. Strong authentication uses multiple authentica-7

tion factors to improve security. In this case, individuals are authenticated with8

the help of at least two authentication methods using one or several different9

factors among: (1) something we know ; (2) something we have; (3) something10

we are.11

Biometric systems can take part in the strong authentication scheme by12

providing the factor what we are when used with one of the two other factors.13

We can provide strong authentication in the password authentication scheme14

(what we know) by combining it with keystroke dynamics [2], which is a behav-15

ioral biometric modality monitoring the way individuals type on the keyboard16

(what we are). Its main interest lies the fact that it is considered as unobtru-17

sive, because users already use passwords for authentication on computers and18

keystroke timing captures do not affect the user’s habit. Several types of key-19

stroke dynamics systems exist in the literature and are generally based on very20

long texts [3], passwords [4] or shared secrets [5] although several studies used a21

shared secret without referring to this term. The biometric sample can be cap-22
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tured statically (i.e., at login phase) or continuously (i.e., during the computer23

session). In this study, we focus on static authentication with shared secrets.24

Using a shared secret means that all users use the same password. The system25

always acts as an authentication system, because only a certain group of people26

is aware of this secret (what we know) while all the members of the group type27

it differently (what we are). This kind of authentication is interesting and can28

be used in different contexts: (i) several users use the same account, but it can29

be useful to track which user is really using the account (in this case, we talk30

about identification if the user does not specify his own username. This case31

will not treated in this paper), (ii) in analogy with password-protected build-32

ings, an application requires the same password for all users and this password33

is changed at regular intervals, etc.34

During the verification, the system checks if the password is the required one,35

if it differs from what is expected, the user is rejected, otherwise, the system36

checks if the keystroke dynamics match. If the keystroke dynamics correspond37

to the claimant’s, the user is accepted, otherwise he is rejected. We argue on38

the fact that most of the results presented in studies in the literature cannot be39

compared easily due to various reasons which will be presented in this paper. In40

order to help solve this problem, we propose a dataset whose aim is to be used41

as a reference database in further keystroke dynamics studies. We also propose42

a new method based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6] for unconstrained43

shared secret keystroke dynamics.44

The paper is organized as follows: this first section has presented the ob-45

jective of this work. In the second section, we present the state-of-the-art of46

keystroke dynamics. In the third section, we detail the proposed method. In47

the fourth section, we present an experimental study for the validation of the48

proposed method. These results are discussed in the fifth section. The sixth49

section discusses the results. We conclude and present some perspectives in the50

last section.51
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2. Background52

In this section, biometric systems are first presented. An overview of their53

evaluation aspects is then provided. Finally various discussions on the differ-54

ences of keystroke dynamics studies are presented.55

2.1. General biometric systems56

2.1.1. Presentation57

The aim of biometric systems is to verify the identity of an entity which58

access to a resource. In the case of physical access, this resource can be a59

building or a room, whereas in the case of logical access, this resource can be an60

application on a computer.61

Different biometric modalities can be classified among three main families62

(even though we can find slightly different characteristics in the literature like63

the biological one that is often forgotten):64

• Biological : recognition based on the analysis of biological data linked to65

an individual (e.g., DNA, EEG analysis, ...).66

• Behavioral : based on the analysis of an individual behavior while perform-67

ing a specific task (e.g., keystroke dynamics, signature dynamics, gait, ...).68

• Morphological : based on the recognition of different physical patterns,69

which are, in general, permanent and unique (e.g., fingerprint, face recog-70

nition, ...).71

In this work, we are interested in a behavioral biometric modality: the key-72

stroke dynamics for managing logical access (i.e, access to a computer applica-73

tion).74

Biometric authentication systems are generally composed of two main mod-75

ules: (a) the enrollment module which consists in creating a template (or refer-76

ence) for the user with the help of one or several biometric captures (or samples),77

and (b) the verification module which consists in verifying if the provided sample78
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belongs to the claimed user by comparing it with its template. After verifica-79

tion, a decision is taken to decide to accept or to reject the user depending on80

the result of the comparison. We can also use an optional (c) adaptive module81

which updates the template of a user after a successful authentication in order82

to reduce the intra-class variability (the biometric data are not stable which83

implies that different captures of the same user may be quite different).84

2.1.2. Evaluation Methodologies85

Many works have already been done on the evaluation of biometric sys-86

tems [7, 8, 9]. This evaluation may be realized within three different aspects:87

• performance: the objective is to measure various statistical criteria on88

the performance of the system (Capacity [10], Equal Error Rate (EER),89

Failure To Enroll (FTE), Failure To Acquire (FTA), computation time,90

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, False Acceptance Rate91

(FAR), False Rejection Rate (FRR) etc [8]);92

• acceptability and user satisfaction: this gives some information on the93

individuals’ perception, opinions and acceptance with regard to the sys-94

tem [7, 11];95

• security : this quantifies how well a biometric system (algorithms and de-96

vices) can resist several types of logical and physical attacks such as Denial97

of Service (DoS) attack or spoofing or mimicking attacks [12].98

In this work, we are mainly interested in performance evaluation, as our work99

deals with authentication algorithms and not a whole system and its working100

environment. The used metrics are the following ones:101

FAR False Acceptance Rate which represents the ratio of impostors accepted102

by the system;103

FRR False Rejection Rate which represents the ratio of genuine users rejected104

by the system;105
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EER Equal Error Rate which is the error rate of the system when it is con-106

figured in order to obtain a FAR value equal to the FRR one. We used107

this error rate as a measurement of performance to compare the proposed108

method with six existing methods from the state-of-the-art.109

We believe that the three aspects (performance security, acceptability and110

user satisfaction) should be taken into account simultaneously when comparing111

different biometric systems: we cannot say that a system is good if it provides112

very low error rates (i.e., very good performance) but has a very low user113

acceptance (i.e., a high probability to be refused by users) [13].114

2.2. Keystroke dynamics principles115

In this section, we present the general principles of keystroke dynamics. The116

aim of keystroke dynamics systems (when used in a static authentication model)117

is to provide more security for password-based authentication systems which118

suffer of many drawbacks [14]: (i) passwords can be shared between users, (ii)119

passwords can be stolen (written on a piece of paper, from the database where120

it is stored, through network sniffing, ...), (iii) passwords can be guessed (social121

engineering [15]). Keystroke dynamics introduces an additional parameter to122

the password authentication process: something that qualifies the user or his123

behavior (i.e., the way of typing passwords). Using this additional parameter124

strengthens the password authentication. The capture process is presented in125

Figure 1. It consists in capturing several features when the keys are pressed and126

released (timestamp of the event, code of the key, . . . ).127

C

Press

T1

O

Press

T2

C

Release

T3

O

Release

T4

Time

Figure 1: Information capture in a keystroke dynamics system when pressing C and O keys

The features extraction consists mainly in computing different latencies and128

duration times between each key. Figure 1 shows an a example where the user129
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presses two keys of the keyboard. The user presses ”C” at T1, ”O” at T2 and130

releases ”C” at T3 and ”O” at T4. Note that the following relation is always131

respected: T3 > T1 and T4 > T2 (we always release a key after pressing it),132

while the following condition may not always be respected: T2 > T3 (because,133

as in our example, a user may press another key before releasing the previous134

one). We can extract three different types of latencies (T2-T1, T4-T3, T2-T3)135

which we will call PP (latency between two pressures), RR (latency between136

two releases), RP (latency between one release and one pressure) respectively137

and one type of duration (T3-T1 or T4-T2) which we will call PR (duration138

of a key press). In our example, T2-T3 is negative because the user presses O139

before releasing C (this happens frequently when a user types fast). This is not140

always true, but it is quite discriminating. The described process is repeated141

for all the keys.142

While it is possible to capture these four types of extracted features, the143

selected features are not the same in all the studies. The PR and RP timings144

seem to be the most used in the literature, but sometimes, authors only speak145

about latency without defining which one is being used. In this paper, we use146

the four types of timing values (even though they are linearly dependant).147

2.3. State of the art148

Keystroke dynamics were experimented for the first time in 1980 in a study149

where seven secretaries were asked to type three different texts [16]. The results150

were promising, but lacked a sufficient number of users involved in the database.151

The first patent on keystroke dynamics was registered in 1986 [17]. Other152

methods have been defined during the last twenty years, and, one of the latest153

were proposed recently and uses Hidden Markov Models [18].154

155

In 1990, Bleha et al. [19] proposed an authentication method based on key-156

stroke dynamics of the user name combined with a static phrase. They used157

a Bayesian classification and distance measures. The authors argued that the158

longer the password is, the less the error rate becomes; the error rate decreases159
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when the number of enrolled patterns increases and results are better when us-160

ing the person’s name instead of a password (due to their habit of typing it).161

Studies using neural networks have appeared since 1993 [20]. Brown and Rogers162

showed the possility to use neural networks in static keystroke dynamics veri-163

fication1. A template is created for each user by using approximately 30 user164

samples and 45 impostors samples where the samples are the timing information165

extracted from the typing of the name of the user. Obaidat and Sadoun [5] used166

latency and duration times of digraphs as features. They obtained an error rate167

of 0% but used a large number of enrolled patterns (112). Monrose and Rubin168

worked on keystroke dynamics for free texts [21]. They also used statistical169

methods, and proposed to split users in different groups in order to speed up170

the computation time (this is one of the first appearance of soft biometrics).171

172

Cho and Hwang [22] allowed individuals to use pause helped by cues (which173

act as metronomes) to improve unicity, consistency and discriminability of their174

password and make the forgery of typing dynamics more difficult. Rodrigues et175

al. [23] used Hidden Markov Model in their authentication method. By using176

passwords only composed of numbers, they obtained an EER of 3.6%. This177

study was interesting since it demonstrated the use of keystroke dynamics for178

pin code authentication based environment (i.e., ATM or cell phone). Sang et179

al. [24] tested the efficiency of SVM for keystroke dynamics verification. They180

used a one-class and a two-class SVM (in this case, simulated impostors’ data181

are generated). The performance tradeoff and time computation were better182

and faster than with neural networks, but the experiment was done with only183

10 individuals, a number too few to be representative (in our study, we used184

SVM in a different way by using pre-processing (the discretization) and post-185

processing (the score computing) and validating on a much bigger database).186

SVM has also been used in a one-class way [25]. This work uses SVM as a187

novelty detector to detect impostor’s pattern (a novel pattern). The presented188

1even if they use the word identification in this paper.
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framework includes feature selection through genetic algorithm which greatly189

improves the recognition rate, but the number of user pattern necessary to cre-190

ate the template is 50.191

192

In 2007, Hocquet et al. [4] automatically classied the individuals in differ-193

ent classes depending on various parameters and assigned different thresholds194

configuration for each class. They obtained an EER of about 2%. The classes195

definition and thresholds configuration are realized using a validation database.196

Another study [26] used various digraph information and time of typing for197

both username and password and discretized them into an alphabet of twenty198

discrete elements. The classification was done by using the rough set paradigm.199

They obtained an EER value lower than 1%. Gaussian mixture modeling of key-200

stroke patterns was used in [27]. Hosseinzadeh and Krishnan also gave valuable201

informations on how to create good keystroke dynamics databases, and how to202

present the results. The obtained EER was around 4.5%. They argued that203

if passwords have more than 8 letters, the number of typing mistakes increases204

(also interpreted in the Failure to Acquire Rate) even though the number of205

recognition errors decreases.206

Some studies [28, 29, 30] took into account the typing evolution of the user207

in order to adapt his template after each authentication. The aim of these ap-208

proaches is to improve the system performance: as being a behavioral modality,209

keystroke patterns are subject to evolve through the life time of the keystroke210

dynamics authentication system. If it does not take into account this variabil-211

ity, we can get a high number of false rejects. It seems that in the majority of212

papers, the update of the biometric template is realized only with captures from213

the genuine users (whereas in reality, if an impostor succeeded in authenticate214

himself on the system, his fake pattern would be added to the template). For215

more information, readers can access a recent review on keystroke dynamics216

available in [31].217
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2.4. Discussion218

In this section, we point out why it is really difficult to compare keystroke219

dynamics methods presented in the state-of-the-art.220

2.4.1. Differences in Acquisition Protocols221

Most of the studies in the literature use different protocols for their data222

acquisition [32, 33]. This is totally understandable due to the existence of dif-223

ferent kinds of keystroke dynamics systems (static, continuous, dynamic) that224

require different acquisition protocols. It is known that the performance of each225

algorithm can vary depending on the used database [27]. In the keystroke dy-226

namics research field, various protocols are used to collect the data. They differ227

on the number of individuals taking part in the study, the acknowledgement of228

the password (the user chooses the password, or the password is an imposed229

one). This impacts the typing speed and affects the FTA measure. They dif-230

fer on the use of different computers (which can impact the timing accuracy231

depending on the operating system), different keyboards (which may impact on232

the way of typing), the quantity of collected data, the duration of the collection233

of the whole database, the control of the acquisition process (i.e., acquisition234

done without knowledge of the researcher who can verify if it is done with re-235

spect to the protocol or made at home where no verification is possible), the use236

of different or identical passwords (which impacts on the quality of impostors’237

data). Table 1 illustrates the differences in the protocol used in existing studies238

in keystroke dynamics.239

2.4.2. Differences on the Objective Analysis240

Many performance metrics can be used to qualify a biometric system. Nev-241

ertheless, two important issues should be considered carefully during the com-242

parison of authentication algorithms:243

1. the benchmark database used, most of time, is private, and244

2. the number of samples required during the enrollment phase.245
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Table 1: Summary of the protocols used in different studies in the state-of-the-art (A: Duration

of the database acquisition, B: Number of individuals in the database, C: Number of samples

required to create the template, D: Is the acquisition procedure controlled?, E: Is the threshold

global?). “??” indicates that no information is provided in the article.

Paper A B C D E FAR FRR

[5] 8 weeks 15 112 no no 0% 0%

[19] 8 weeks 36 30 yes yes 2.8% 8.1%

[23] 4 sessions 20 30 ?? no 3.6% 3.6%

[4] ?? 38 ?? ?? no 1.7% 2.1%

[26] 14 days 30 10 ?? no 0.15% 0.2%

[27] ?? 41 30 no no 4.3% 4.8%

[21] 7 weeks 42 ?? no no ?? 20%

[34] 4 weeks 8 12 ?? ?? 5.58% 5.58%

[33] 8 sessions 51 200 yes no 9.6% 9.6%

More generally speaking, it is impossible to compare a study using twenty246

vectors for the enrollment process with another using only five vectors (obvi-247

ously, the more samples used during the enrollment phase, the better the created248

templates). In addition to the enrollment size, the degree of expertise of the249

volunteers has an impact on the illustrated performance results [35]. The same250

argument also holds when comparing research works using a global threshold,251

with those using per-user threshold. Table 1 presents the number of vectors252

used for creating the enrolled template and the use of a global or individual253

threshold for some protocols in the literature.254

2.4.3. Laboratory Environment255

The problem of the laboratory environment is inherent for most of keystroke256

dynamics studies. For this reason, most of the passwords are artificial ones257

generated differently in each study (i.e., dictionary words, random password:258

combination of letters, numbers and symbols, etc.) and the individuals are not259

at ease when typing these passwords (because they do not use them daily, and260

they do not choose the password). In some controlled environments, individuals261

are in a quiet room without any interference. This does not reflect the reality262
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Figure 2: Summary of the differences which can be observed in keystroke dynamics studies

where we can authenticate on our machines while talking with other people or263

in a noisy environment. In an uncontrolled environment, nothing guarantees264

that all the typing patterns of a user have been done by the same user with265

respect to the protocol.266

Figure 2 presents a mindmap of the differences between the keystroke dy-267

namics studies referenced in this paper. These differences were also presented268

in [33].269

2.5. Conclusion270

Most systems in the literature do not propose viable solutions for a daily271

use at work owing to the high quantity of captures required to create the tem-272

plate. The diversity of the protocols implies the difficulty to compare them.273

The comparison between all the keystroke dynamics studies is impossible due274

to the use of different protocols, and especially, the lack of a public database.275

Another problem concerns the “configuration” of the algorithms by using differ-276
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ent numbers of captures to create the template, or by using template adaptation277

methods or not. Moreover, very few works use incremental learning which is278

fundamental for behavioral biometric systems.279

The aim of the following section is to present a solution to these problems.280

We compared our algorithm with six others following a rigorous protocol with281

a database [36] we created which contains more than 100 users and is acquired282

from 5 sessions separated each by, at least, one week.283

3. Proposed Method284

The goal of the developed method is to limit the number of captures required285

during the enrollment step (for obvious usability reasons) while maintaining286

good performance. Its originality is due to:287

• the use of discretization as pre-processing,288

• the computation of a decision score from the response of the SVM (in289

order to correct some errors of the SVM classification),290

• the use of different supervised incremental learning schemes to update the291

biometric template of an individual after each genuine verification.292

The template structure is explained in Section 4.2.2. We present some details293

on the above points in the following subsections. Figure 3 summarizes the global294

process.295

3.1. Enrollment296

Users are asked to type the passphrase set by the administrator five times.297

The feature vector is discretized in an alphabet of five values with equal size298

bins (we did not try other scheme of discretization) during the preprocessing299

steps. The bin computation method is presented in the next section. Then,300

a support vector machine is used for the learning step (see Figure 4). The301

template contains two informations: the information on the bins (in order to be302

able to correctly discretize test patterns) and the trained SVM.303
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For the enrollment, the machine learning method is a two-classe SVM. Sup-304

posing that we have a training set {xi,yi} where xi is an enrolled vector and305

yi the class of the associated individual (genuine/impostor). For problems with306

two classes, with the classes yi ∈ {−1, 1}, a support vector machine [6, 37] im-307

plements the following algorithm. First, the training points {xi} are projected308

into a space H (of possibly infinite dimension) by means of a function Φ(·).309

The second step is to find an optimal decision hyperplane in this space. The310

criterion for optimality will be defined shortly. Note that for the same training311

set, different transformations Φ(·) may lead to different decision functions.312

A transformation is achieved in an implicit manner using a kernel K(·, ·) and

consequently the decision function can be defined as:

f(x) = 〈w,Φ(x)〉+ b =

ℓ
∑

i=1

α∗

i yiK(xi,x) + b (1)

with α∗

i ∈ R. The values w and b are the parameters defining the linear decision313

hyperplane. In the proposed system, we use a linear function as the kernel314

function.315

In SVMs, the optimality criterion to maximize is the margin, that is to say,

the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest point Φ(xi) of the training

set. The α∗

i which optimize this criterion are obtained by solving the following

problem:






























maxαi

∑ℓ

i=1
αi −

1

2

∑ℓ

i,j=1
αiαjyiK(xi,xjyj)

with constraints,

0 ≤ αi ≤ C ,
∑ℓ

i=1
αiyi = 0 .

(2)

where C is a penalization coefficient for data points located in or beyond the316

margin and provides a compromise between their numbers and the width of317

the margin. The biometric reference of one user is given by the α∗

i , i = 1 : ℓ318

coefficients.319

In addition to obtaining the guessed label, it is possible to calculate an
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estimate of its probability:

p(y = i|x) ≈ PA,B(f) =
1

1 + eAf̂+B
(3)

where A and B are estimated by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function320

using known training data and their decision values f̂ .321

As we are using impostors patterns (patterns from other users of the system,322

which do not mimic the genuine user behavior) during the enrollment step, the323

definition of a biometric reference requires the use of all existing references in324

the database.325

When the data of all users (m is the number of users) are taken into account326

(this is the scenario we have chosen in the experiment), there are 5 ∗m training327

vectors (5 belonging to the user and 5 ∗ (m− 1) belonging to the impostors). If328

a new user is added to the system later, different scenarios can be applied:329

• We compute the template of all users. Thus, there are m+1 templates to330

compute using 5 ∗ (m+ 1) samples each. This method can be very long if331

there are many users.332

Moreover, the performance of the method for a user might not increase333

by adding the 5 training vectors of the new user as impostor data. These334

new impostor data could be insignificant regarding to the existing 5*(m-1)335

impostor training vectors. Thus, the ratio between the time consumption336

and the performance’s evolution may not lead to a good trade-off.337

• We compute the template of the new user. This is more efficient because338

only one template has to be generated.339

We have not explored which of these scenarios is the best, because we have not340

tested inclusion of users during the life of the system.341

3.2. Verification342

The verification step consists in realizing a recognition procedure with the

SVM algorithm for a given biometric capture. We define a score and we use a
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Figure 4: Enrollment scheme

threshold to decide if the user is the genuine one or an impostor. We propose

different solutions to set this threshold. If the verification is successful, we use

this new capture to update the biometric reference of the user in order to take

into account the evolutions of keystroke dynamics (see Figure 5). The test

Figure 5: Verification scheme

patterns are discretized according to the information available in the template.

We then classify the test pattern using the trained SVM and also estimate its

probability. It is then necessary to compute a score in order to obtain a ROC

curve with several points allowing a better configuration of the system. The

score value for the verification test is computed as follows:

Score = −prb ∗ prd (4)

where prb stands for the probability accorded to the SVM result and prd corre-343

sponds to the class of the result which is −1 for an impostor and 1 for a genuine344
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user.345

346

The decision threshold can be set by following two different approaches:347

• by using the same threshold for all the users348

• by using a user specific threshold for each user.349

The statical performance of biometric systems is different given this setting [27,350

38]. It is not the aim of this work to present different ways of selecting these351

thresholds. Their configuration depend on the targeted security level of the352

system and could be defined empirically or automatically (by computing it based353

on the enrolled samples). Both approaches are compared in Section 4.3.5.354

3.3. Updates of the biometric reference355

As keystroke dynamics is a behavioral modality, it is useful to update the356

biometric reference when the user authenticates himself on the system. Among357

the different algorithms proposed in the literature, the following four methods358

were implemented:359

• adaptive: a method replacing the oldest enrolled sample by the new360

one [29, 30]. This method is called “sliding window” in [28];361

• progressive: a method adding the new sample in the list of enrolled vectors.362

This method is called “growing window” in [28];363

• average: while the number of required enrolled vectors is not reached (set364

at 15), the progressive method is used, whereas when the total number is365

reach, the adaptive one is used. Samples are added only when they are not366

far too different from the enrolled samples (by comparing the difference367

between the test vector and the mean considering the standard deviation).368

This method is almost similar to [39];369

• correlation: in this mode, the new sample is added to the database only370

if it is well-correlated with the enrolled samples. To test this correlation,371
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we use the absolute value of the Pearson correlation factor between the372

test vector and the average enrolled vectors. If the score is higher than373

0.5, we add the vector to the template in the same way as the “average”374

procedure”.375

4. Validation376

In this section, attempts are made at answering several questions about377

keystroke dynamics: Which are the parameters value of the verification method378

? What is the performance of our method compared to the ones in the literature379

? Is there any keyboard dependency ? What is the impact of the number of380

captures during the enrollment on the performance ? What is the best template381

update strategy ? Is there any computation timing difference between each382

method ?383

4.1. Authentication Method Configuration384

In this section, we present the process involved during the development of385

our method. A development benchmark (a private database) was used while386

creating the method. This is the same as the benchmark used in [40] which was387

created with the same software. Sixteen users provided fifteen samples in three388

sessions, each of each was separated by a one week period. Each session consists389

of five captures of the password “laboratoire greyc”.390

4.1.1. Choice of the kernel391

When using SVM, it is necessary to choose the appropriate kernel. For392

this experiment we chose to compute the feature V (presented in the following393

paragraph) and used a multi-classe SVM (each user has his own label). Five394

samples per user are used to create his template, while the other samples are395

used for the test. The samples were chosen randomly and the experiment was396

launched 10 times (averaged results are presented). The SVM error rate when397

using different kernels is presented in Figure 6. We operated a grid search398

and selected the parameters giving the best results in order to reduce error399
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rate. Having obtained these results, we chose the linear kernel as it works well400

and does not require a lot of parameters. This can be explained by the high401

dimension of our patterns and because the data is almost linearly separable [41].402

In the implemented method, we use the default parameters of the libsvm (i.e.,403

C = 1). The method could be improved by selecting the best C parameter using404

the data in the enrollment step.405

Figure 6: Performance of SVM using different kernels

After having chosen the kernel, several additional experiments allowed to406

conclude that using a two-class SVM provides better results.407

4.1.2. Choice of the extracted features408

It was previously seen that different kinds of extracted features can be used.409

Different configurations of extracted features were tested in order to choose the410

best one:411

• RR or RP or PR or PP times only;412
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• V which is the concatenation of the four previous timing vectors. It is a413

feature fusion commonly used in keystroke dynamics by using the duration414

and one type of latency;415

• ex1 which is the timing vector V with the total typing time in addition;416

• VN which is vector V divided by the total typing time;417

Table 2 presents the EER value obtained from the proposed method (without418

using any discretization) depending on the extracted features used. It can be419

seen that the extracted vector V gives the best results. This is why it will420

be used throughout the experiments. These results are better than those in421

Figure 6 because a two class SVM is used instead of a multi-classe one.422

Table 2: Performance of the proposed system depending on the extracted features

Input RR RP PR PP V ex1 VN

EER 07.36% 08.95% 09.00% 12.81% 03.81% 04.36% 04.31%

4.1.3. Numbers of bins for the discretization423

As mentioned before, the proposed method uses a discretization process.424

Therefore, a parameter of this method is the number of bins to use. We present425

here the methodology adopted in order to set this number. We computed the426

EER value of the method with various numbers of bins for the discretization.427

Supposing we have an n-dimension template and p samples per template (i.e., p428

enrolled captures). For each dimension, we detect the maximum and minimum429

value through the p templates, which gives us n different ranges. Each of these430

ranges is split into i bins of equal width (expect of the boundaries where they431

are of infinite size) (i.e., (max−min)/i)). To discretize a template, we replace432

each value by the number of the bin containing it. For example, if the minimum433

and maximum value of the selected dimension2 are 0 and 99 respectively and434

we decide to use 3 bins. The width of the bin is (99 − 0)/3 = 33, the first bin435

2The process is repeated for each dimension
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embeds the range [−∞; 33[, the second one the range [33; 66[ and the last one436

[66;+∞[. The values 40 and 120 are thus replaced by 1 and 2. Table 3 presents437

an example of range computation with a four-dimension pattern.438

Table 3: Bin computation

Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 3 Dim 4

Sample 1 100 5 200 -8

Sample 2 110 7 300 -7

Sample 3 140 -1 250 -10

Sample 4 80 3 320 2

Min 80 -1 200 -10

Max 140 7 320 2

Width 12 1,6 24 2,4

Table 4 presents the EER values of different discretization methods and the439

differences without using such procedure. By using 5 bins, as in [38], the best440

results are obtained. Depending on the database, five bins could not be the best441

choice, but it is estimated that a number of bins between five and ten can be442

chosen without any problem.443

Table 4: EER for different bins size during the discretization

Nb bins 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20

EER 49.77% 40.05% 10.04% 2.77% 3.86% 3.59% 3.64% 4.55% 3.64% 3.64%

Difference -45.96% -36.24% -6.23% 1.04% -0.05% 0.22% 0.17% -0.74% 0.17% 0.17%

After having configured the parameters of the authentication method with444

a development benchmark, it is necessary to validate the method with another445

one.446

4.2. Experimental protocol447

In this section, we define the biometric database used for testing the proposed448

method. Six methods were selected from the literature. Their results would be449
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compared with the proposed method. The EER value is used as an objective450

information on the performance.451

4.2.1. Definition of a validation database452

Different databases of different qualities have been used in the literature, but453

they are rarely shared with the community (although another huge database has454

been constructed at the same time as ours [33]). It is known that the results can455

be highly dependent on the used database. The main benefit of using a common456

database is to help researchers avoid having to spend too much time creating457

a database, and to easily compare the performance of different algorithms with458

the same input data.459

460

Hosseinzadeh and Krishnan [27] presented some very interesting informa-461

tions on a possible method to create a good keystroke dynamics database sup-462

posed to be used with specific confidence intervals. They applied their method463

to create a database used in their work, but unfortunately did not make it avail-464

able. In [13], we argue that to create a good behavioral biometric database, the465

number of required sessions have to be higher than or equal to three ; these466

sessions must be spaced in time, the population must be large and diversified.467

These requirements were not always followed in previous works.468

469

GREYC-Keystroke is a software allowing the creation of keystroke dynam-470

ics databases. It is available for download at the following address: http:471

//www.ecole.ensicaen.fr/~rosenber/keystroke.html. A screenshot of the472

application is shown in Figure 7. We developed this application in order to473

create our own keystroke dynamics database, to share it with the biometric474

community and to allow other researchers to create their own databases. The475

data are stored in an sqlite file which allows quick and easy extraction of specific476

information, thanks to SQL (Structured Query Language) queries.477

478

We created a meaningful keystroke dynamics database with the help of the479
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the database collecting tool

GREYC-Keystroke software by respecting various constraints presented in [13]480

as a guideline for creating a good behavioral biometric database (in terms of481

number of sessions, duration between each session, number of individuals, etc.)482

Most of the population in the database is composed of researchers in computer483

science, secretaries, students in computer science and chemistry. There are dif-484

ferent kinds of typists: fast, slow, two fingers, all fingers, etc., but we did not485

tracked this information.486

487

A total of 133 individuals in the capture process by typing the passphrase488

“greyc laboratory” between 5 and 107 times, between 03/18/2009 and 07/05/2009.489

There are 7555 available captures, and the average number of acquisitions per490

user is 51, with 100 of them having more than 60 captures. Most of the in-491

dividuals participated in at least 5 sessions. We choose this password for two492

main reasons (i) this is the name of our laboratory, and using it could help493

the laboratory become better known, and (ii) it is a long enough password,494

with a good distribution of the keys on the keyboard which can help improve495

discriminability [34]. To type this password on an AZERTY keyboard, users496

would likely need both hands to type with as the keys are positioned across497
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the keyboard. The position of the letters in the password on the keyboard are498

represented in Figure 8. We have not tested other passwords due to the amount499

of time required to create another database. The software is available freely in

13
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Figure 8: Position of the keys on a French AZERTY keyboard. Marked keys belong to the

password. Numbers indicate the order of the character in the password. The original layout

is taken from http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:KB France.svg.

500

the hope that fellow researchers will use it to create other databases in order to501

do other kind of experiments. More information about this software is available502

in [36].503

In comparison with the databases presented in Table 1, ours is a rather large504

database, collected over a reasonably long period. The participants were asked505

to participate in one session every week (a few of them did two sessions within506

a week due to time constraints). Each session consists in typing the password507

correctly twelve times. Except for the first session during which the participants508

have the possibility to practice at typing the password over a short period. It509

came to our notice that very few of them actually participated in all the sessions510

by considering the number of available samples. Two keyboards (the original511

laptop’s keyboard, and a USB keyboard plugged onto the laptop) were used to512

verify if the template is only dependent on a user or if it is dependent on both513

the user and the keyboard used. That is why during each session, individuals514

were asked to type the password six times on each keyboard and to alternate515

the keyboard each time. As the participants have to change the keyboard after516

typing the password each time, their is a small break before typing the next517

password which can help avoid the problem of users typing mechanically too518
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similar patterns (without removing hands from the keyboard or a break between519

each input, the intra-class variability is too weak and not representative enough520

of a real keyboard usage where passwords are not typed so frequently in such521

a short period of time). Figure 9 shows the two different keyboards used for522

the experiment. It can be seen that their shapes are quite different. The key523

pressure is also different and the presence of the cursor ball (in red) in the middle524

of the laptop’s keyboards is disturbing for most users.525

(a) Laptop (b) USB

Figure 9: Differences of the two keyboards used during the experiment.

At the beginning of the first session, the participants were able to practice526

at typing of the password on the two keyboards as long as they wanted (we did527

not keep a track of the number of tries per user, but, most of them did it not528

more than five times). This training is necessary because as it is an imposed529

password, users are not used to typing it (especially when written in a foreign530

language). This is a necessary step because intra-class variability would be too531

significant without this test. So even if five samples are used to create the532

template, some user may have provided up to ten samples (where only the last533

five were saved and used). The participants were aware of the fact of being in534

a training or capturing mode. In another context where it would be up to the535

user to choose his own password, this training phase may not be so useful. The536

training step was not allowed during the other sessions.537

A summary of the subset of the used database for our study is presented538

in Table 5. It belongs to the family of database with one unique password as539

in [33, 42].540
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Table 5: Summary of the information provided in the subset of the database used in the

experiment. The users providing answers to our questionnaire are not necessarily the ones

who participated in this study.

Information Description

Users 100 users

Database sample size 6000 passphrases (60 samples per user)

Data sample length 16 characters (‘greyc laboratory’)

Typing error not allowed

Controlled acquisition yes

Age range between 19 and 56 (repartition presented in Table 6)

Gender approximately 73% of males and 27% of females

PC usage frequency unknown

User profession students, researchers, secretaries, labourers (unknown repar-

tition)

Keyboard 2 AZERTY keyboards (1 laptop, 1 USB)

Acquisition platform Windows XP/Greyc keystroke software

4.2.2. Biometric Sample541

As mentioned earlier, different kinds of information can be extracted from

the keystroke dynamics captures. In this work, we decided to use all the different

latencies and durations timings. In the rest of the paper, we call v the biometric

sample. This sample is created with the help of one capture of the password.

The vector v is built as followed:

v = V = {RR0, PP0, RP0, PR0, RR1, PP1, RP1, PR1...} (5)

where RR, PP, PR, RP stands for timing between two key releases, two key542

presses, one press then one release (the duration of pressure of a key), one543

release then one press respectively. The size of the feature vector depends on544

the size of the password (this is not a problem because vectors are compared to545

the template only if the right password has been typed). For a password of n546

characters, v has a dimension of 3 ∗ (n− 1) + n.547
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4.2.3. Selected methods for the comparative study548

In this section, we present the methods in the literature that were selected549

for the comparative study. We denote v as the test vector (extracted from the550

test sample) and i as the size of this vector (and of the other vectors embedded551

in the template). As this study is done only with one password, the generated552

scores were not normalized.553

4.2.4. Statistic-based Algorithm554

Three different statistical methods are tested. They differ in the content of

their computed template and the complexity of their score computing method.

In the first method, the template embeds µ which is the mean of the samples [19]:

STAT1 =
(v − µ)

t
(v − µ)

||v||.||µ||
(6)

For the second method, the template embeds both µ, the mean of the samples555

and σ, its standard deviation [4]:556

STAT2 = 1−
1

n

n
∑

i=1

e
−

|vi−µi|

σi (7)

The third method uses µ, the mean, σ, the standard deviation and m, the

median [34] of the samples of the enrollment. We name this method STAT3.

While the two previous methods could be represented by a simple equation,

the third one is more complex because it requires several stages of calculations.

First, we check if the test vector satisfies the condition specified in (8) which is

vectorial (the test is done in all the dimensions of v).

boolres = min(µ,m) ∗ (0.95−
σ

µ
) ≤ v ≤ min(µ,m) ∗ (1.05 +

σ

µ
) (8)

The result of this comparison is a boolean array containing true when the crite-557

rion is verified for the required dimension of the vector, and false otherwise. In558

the second step, all the occurrences of false are replaced by a 0, each occurrence559

of true preceded by false is replaced by 1.5, while the other true values are re-560

placed by 1. We now have now an array of numbers. The third step consists in561
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summing all the elements of the array ; this sum is the score of this biometric562

method.563

4.2.5. Distance Based Algorithm564

We consider a simple metric based on an Euclidean distance [21]. In this

method, the template is simply the list of enrolled samples. This distance is

computed between the test vector and each of the enrolled samples. The score

is then the minimum computed distance, as described in (9).

DIST = min



∀u⊂enrol,

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(ui − vi)2



 (9)

4.2.6. Rhythm Based Algorithm565

This method consists in discretizing keystroke values along five different

classes and computing a classical Hamming distance [4]. The template embeds

the bin definition (in order to discretize test sample in the same way as the en-

rolled mean sample) and µ the discretized version of the mean enrolled samples.

The score computation is described in (10).

RHY THM =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

abs(class(vi)− class(µi)) (10)

where class(i) is a function returning the class of i (i.e., we operate a discretiza-566

tion of the time) along five different classes. To compute the classes, we divide567

the space in five clusters of the same size between the minimal and the maximal568

value of the learning database (Equation 11). The assigned classes of the whole569

dimension of each vector is the number of the cluster.570

cluster width =
max(train data)−min(train data)

5
(11)

4.2.7. Neural Networks571

Neural networks have been used in various keystroke dynamics studies [20,572

5, 43, 44]. They usually require a huge number of samples in order to create573

the template. Nevertheless, we chose to present it here because it seems to574
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be the closest method to our proposal (i.e., use of impostors samples). In our575

experiment, we use a feed forward multi layer perceptron, with one hidden576

layer containing 45% of number of input nodes, and one output node giving a577

score. We empirically chose this number of hidden nodes in order to limit the578

computation time of the learning. The cost function is the sum of the squared579

difference. The constrained truncated Newton algorithm (TNC) is used as the580

learning method.581

The learning data are arranged in the same way as our SVM-based method.582

No other neural network configuration has been tested. Thus, in this method,583

the template embeds the trained network which has been computed with clients’584

and impostors’ enrolled samples (whereas the other methods from the literature585

only use clients’ enrolled samples).586

4.3. Experimental results587

In this section, we present different experimental results on the database. In588

this part of the text, CONTRIB refers to our keystroke verification method.589

4.3.1. Acquisition590

100 volunteers were asked to fill in a questionnaire. Their age and gender591

are presented in the Table 6. In keystroke dynamics authentication, there is

Table 6: Diversity of the population in the database (in term of gender and age).

Male Female Total

18-25 46 13 59

26-35 19 6 25

36-49 8 6 14

50+ 0 2 2

Total 73 27 100

592

quite a large number of failures during acquisitions. These failures are due to593

the fact that no mistake is allowed while typing the password: a typing mistake594
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obliges the user to type the password again from scratch. It would thus be use-595

ful to analyze the causes of these mistakes. Figure 10 presents the quantity of596

captures done by each user (sorted by amount of provided samples) by dividing597

the correct samples (in gray) by the erroneous samples (in black). The number598

of mistakes made is quite huge for most of the volunteers. The average mistake599

rate is about 20%: one input out of five is incorrect due to typing mistakes.600

601
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Figure 10: Number of acquisitions for each user. Correct and erroneous acquisitions are both

represented

These mistakes are due to several reasons: (i) the password is quite long to602

type (16 characters) and it is known that typing mistakes increase if more than603

height characters are used [27], (ii) users may be not used to the keyboard and604

may hesitate a lot while typing (some participants do not often use computers605

and are not very familiar with keyboard usage, while others are perturbed by the606

use of a passphrase in English), (iii) users want to type faster than they are able607

to do, (iv) users forget the password (sessions were separated by one or more608

weeks and some users also participated in the creation of other benchmarks with609

different passwords), (v) users are disturbed by the environment (e.g, discussion610
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with a colleague, noisy background, ...), (vi) users have to type a predefined611

password, (vii) knowing that their typing times are saved disturbed some users.612

Usually, we type our own passwords faster than an imposed one. We have613

tested if this error rate of acquiring process is dependant on the user’s typing614

speed, but it seems that there is no significant correlation (The Pearson correla-615

tion factor between typing speed and acquisition error rate is -0.28). Figure 11616

represents the acquisition error rates (during the acquisition of the database)617

depending on the mean typing speed of users. As can be seen, the experiment618

reveals no dependency between these factors. In all intervals, we have high error619

rates.
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Figure 11: Acquisition error rate depending on the mean typing speed of each user.

620

4.3.2. Independence of the keyboard621

Table 7 represents the EER values depending on the keyboard used for622

enrollment and verification using the proposed method against six from the623

literature? The EER value of each method was computed by keeping the first624
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ten samples for enrollment, and the others for the verification process. We did625

not use any update mechanism in this experiment and the decision threshold626

is the same for all the individuals. When the keyboards used for enrollment627

and verification are different, the computation is done several times by selecting628

enrolled vectors randomly and averaging the results.629

Table 7: Error(%) rates of methods depending on the keyboard configuration. ”EERnm”

means captures from keyboard ”n” for enrollment and captures from keyboard ”m” for verifi-

cation, where ”1”, ”2”, ”a” stands for keyboard 1, keyboard 2 and no distinction of keyboard

respectively. The best EER value of each method is presented in italic, while the best EER

of each configuration is presented in bold.

Method EER11 EER22 EER12 EER21 EERaa

STAT1 24.91% 23.96% 24.73% 23.51% 25.50%

STAT2 17.68% 16.55% 17.10% 16.65% 17.58%

STAT3 15.10% 13.81% 14.68% 13.22% 15.43%

DIST 27.01% 26.00% 26.46% 25.07% 27.56%

RHYTHM 19.40% 20.09% 19.25% 19.50% 19.78%

NEURAL 12.65% 12.03% 12.15% 11.21% 13.62%

CONTRIB 10.68% 10.37% 10.30% 11.76% 11.96%

Mean 18.20% 17.54% 17.81% 17.27% 18.77%

Columns EER11 and EER22 represent EER values when enrolled and tested630

samples belong only to keyboard 1 and keyboard 2 respectively. Column EER12631

represents the EER value computed by using keyboard 1 for enrollment and632

keyboard 2 for verification (and vice versa for the column EER21 ). In the633

column EERaa, samples were used without distinguishing of their origin for634

enrollment and verification.635

We can see that results are rather different, depending on keyboard configu-636

ration. Curiously, six times out of seven, the best results are obtained when the637

test and enrolled keyboards are different, whereas the best performances were638

expected when using the same keyboard for enrollment and verification. Five639

times out of seven, the best results are obtained when the enrolled keyboard640

is keyboard 2 (the USB keyboard). This can be interpreted as the fact that641

templates are more precise when using a classical keyboard instead of a laptop642
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keyboard. The worst results are obtained when using both keyboards for en-643

rollment and verification. The proposed method outperforms all the other ones644

for most of the configurations.645

Using Kruskal-Wallis test on the 5 vectors (EER11, EER22, EER12, EER21646

and EERaa), we have a p-value equal to 0.9673. This p-value shows that there647

is no significant difference between the two keyboard during the enrollment and648

verification phases.649

We have also tested if it was possible to recognize the keyboard which was650

used to type the password. By using an SVM with a 10-fold-cross-validation and651

repeating the process 50 times, we obtain a keyboard recognition accuracy of652

61.48% with a standard deviation of 0.17. These results are not sufficiently dif-653

ferent from a random choice to argue that we are able to recognize the keyboard654

and explains the differences.655

4.3.3. Number of Enrolled Templates656

An interesting point is that the trend of EER values depends on the number657

of captures used to create the biometric reference for an individual because in658

most studies, this number differs. The performance of the algorithms varies659

depending on the number of samples used to create templates. Most studies660

used more than twenty captures in order to create the template, whereas we661

think five samples per user is really the maximum for usability reasons (espe-662

cially when considering that users can practice at typing the password before663

saving these samples). Figure 12 represents the EER value of different tested664

algorithms depending on the number of enrolled patterns. It is clear that the665

performance increases with the number of enrolled samples in the template. For666

all the methods, less than ten captures give very bad results. In order to obtain667

the best results, the required number of enrolled samples seems to be around668

forty captures (but, in this case, the number of patterns used to test the per-669

formance is very small and the results are less significant). For some methods,670

the performance decreases when using more than fifty captures, but it can be671

due to the fact that not enough samples are provided for the comparison and672
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Figure 12: Evolution of the EER of the tested algorithms by considering the number of

patterns used to create the template.

these results are not statistically relevant. Once again, the proposed method673

gives the best results when using more than ten captures. Even if with less than674

ten captures, the performances are degraded, our method outperforms most of675

the others and can be used in a non critical environment. Therefore, it is not676

absurd to use only five captures (see Section 5.1 for more information on the677

statistical analysis). It is up to the authentication system to be able to update678

the reference on the fly in order to improve the recognition rate.679

4.3.4. Update of the biometric reference680

Keystroke dynamics is a behavioral modality and is subject to high intraclass681

variability. That is why an adaptation (or update) mechanism can be applied682

in order to improve its performance [28]. This way, the biometric reference683

evolves depending on the evolution of user’s manner of typing. We compared the684

performance of different algorithms detailed in Section 3.3 with the classic one685

(no incremental mechanism). Table 8 presents the EER values of the described686

methods obtained by using different incremental mechanisms. These values were687
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computed using five enrolled vectors, the captured data from both keyboards688

without any distinction and using a global threshold. It is also important to689

note that the aim of this test is to show if there is an evolution in the way690

the user types. It is not our objective to decide which is the best method to691

use to update the template (adaptation is done after the verification of the test692

vector against all the templates, only with the template of the owner of the test693

pattern, even if the verification test fails). The presentation of the test vector is694

as followed: for each user, we test the first test vector against all the templates695

(we then update the templates). Then, we test the second test vector and so696

on until having tested all the test patterns. A more operational and realistic697

method would be to try to adapt the template of the user, if the verification698

is successful, with all the test vectors (even if this success is an error). This699

implies setting a decision threshold to obtain the FAR and FRR values, which700

requires a lot of computations3.701

Table 8: EER(%) values for different incremental mechanisms with five captures for the

enrollment step on both keyboards. The best EER value for each adaptation method is

presented in bold. The templates cannot be adapted with impostors patterns.

Method Classic Progressive Adaptive Average Correlation

STAT1 27.7% 21.24% 23% 20.94% 21.67%

STAT2 19.29% 15.09% 11.71% 10.75% 10.39%

STAT3 17.02% 12.57% 9.78% 8.64% 9.21%

DIST 30.81% 23.75% 25.7% 24.65% 24.99%

RHYTHM 22.56% 15.49% 14.36% 13.21% 13.19%

NEURAL 15.79% 8.43% 10.03% 8.75% 10.39%

CONTRIB 15.28% 6.69% 9.21% 6.96% 7.88%

We can see in Table 8 that using a template update mechanism improves the702

performance of the system. For most algorithms, the best update mechanism is703

the average one, even if it can use fewer samples to create the template than the704

progressive one (where overfitting can occur). Therefore, filtering the captures705

3For each of our cases, for each interval of threshold of each method, compute the confusion

matrix and get its FAR and FRR.
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before adding them to the template improves the performance by reducing the706

EER by approximately 8%. Our method gives once again the best results and707

provides the minimal EER value of less than 7% for the progressive mode.708

4.3.5. Independence of the Threshold709

Using individual thresholds instead of global ones is supposed to improve710

the performance of algorithms. Table 9 presents the improvements in term of711

EER when using individual thresholds. The EER were computed using: five712

captures to compute the template, the average update method and data from713

both keyboards.714

715

Table 9: EER(%) value for each method when using global and individual thresholds, by using

data of both keyboards and an incremental mechanism. The best EER value of each method

is presented in bold.

Method EER(global) EER(individual) Gains

STAT1 20.94% 19.54% 1.4%

STAT2 10.75% 9.22% 1.53%

STAT3 9.78% 8.64% 1.14%

DIST 24.65% 21.53% 3.12%

RHYTHM 13.21% 10.02% 3.18%

NEURAL 10.3% 8.75% 1.55%

CONTRIB 6.96% 6.95% 0.01%

Mean 13.8% 12.1% 1.7%

Automatically configuring the individual threshold with a system using a716

shared secret is possible, but it cannot be applied in the case of using a differ-717

ent password for each user (nobody would agree to give his own password to718

impostors in order to get their samples as attack). A solution to this problem719

is presented in [38] where users are classified in different groups depending on720

various parameters. These groups are created thanks to a training database,721

and each group shares the same parameters of the method computed with the722

training databases. Using the Kruskal-Wallis test, we obtain a p-value of 0.2774,723

which indicates that the gain of using individual thresholds is acceptable but724
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not significant in comparison to the global threshold approach. Nevertheless,725

in general, the individual thresholds approach leads to better results (which is726

also clearly shown in Table 9).727

4.3.6. Computation Time728

The computation time taken to verify a pattern against the template is quite729

similar for all the methods, but, it is not the case for the template creation.730

Computation times for template creation of all the users (including database731

reading) are presented in Table 10. The timings were computed when using 5732

and 10 captures to create the template with a python script on a Linux PC733

Desktop with an Intel Pentium IV processor with a speed of 3GHz and 1Gb of734

RAM.735

We can see that template creation is quite fast for STAT1, STAT2, STAT3,736

DIST, RHYTHM and the timings are not really dependant on the number of737

patterns used to create the template. Computation time is higher for CONTRIB738

and NEURAL, but CONTRIB remains much faster than NEURAL (almost739

seven times faster). All the scripts were written in the Python language (both740

the algorithms and evaluation scripts) using the psyco [45] module which speeds741

up the execution of Python code (by using mechanisms similar to JIT compiler).742

We used the ffnet [46] library for the neural network and libsvm [47] for the SVM.743

Table 10: Computation time involved in biometric reference of all the users creation for each

method, when 5 and 10 captures are required to create the template.

Nb STAT1 STAT2 STAT3 DIST RHYTHM NEURAL CONTRIB

5 3s 3s 3s 3s 4s 5m 55s 54s

10 3s 3s 3s 3s 4s 30m 4s 4m 24s

5. Discussion744

5.1. Confidence intervals745

The performance difference between each methods could be very small which746

implies that these methods are not statistically different. In order to compare747
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Table 11: Confidence intervals of the EER when using a confidence of 95%.

Method EER min EER max Interval width

STAT1 27.09% 28.42% 1.33%

STAT2 18.69% 19.85% 1.16%

STAT3 16.64% 17.71% 1.07%

DISTANCE 30.12% 31.49% 1.37%

RHYTHME 21.70% 22.95% 1.25%

NEURAL 15.32% 16.40% 1.08%

CONTRIB 14.62% 15.69% 1.07%

the algorithms more easily, we can use hypothesis tests or confidence intervals.748

We computed the confidence interval of the EER when using five samples749

for the enrollment, no adaptation scheme and a global threshold. We applied750

the method presented in [48]4 and obtained the results presented in Table 11.751

When using no adaptation and only five samples to build the template, our752

contribution performs better 90% of the time with the STAT1, STAT2, STAT3,753

DISTANCE and RHYTHME methods (we have 5% of EER outside of the754

confidence interval for both methods). There is a small overlap between the755

NEURAL and CONTRIB methods. The proposed method is slightly better in756

term of error rate than the NEURAL method, but this is not statistically sig-757

nificant. The method remains more interesting because template computation758

takes less time.759

5.2. Detector Variability760

Another new consequent database is available in the keystroke dynamics761

research area [33] ; table 12 summarises this database. This database and ours762

were constructed with the same objectives, but we some differences are present:763

• we have twice as many users and can obtain results on a higher population764

of individuals or can split it in two datasets: one for configuration and one765

for validation;766

4by using a confidence of 95% instead of 90%
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• we obtain more intraclass variability because:767

– our sessions are more spaced (one week instead of one day) for the768

majority of users5;769

– their is a break before the user retypes the password. The user does770

not type a password many times in one shot.771

– we use two keyboards772

• nevertheless we have less sessions.773

The authors at [33] tested 14 different anomaly detectors on this database774

(refer to this work for more information). They presented their results differently775

from us: a ROC curve is computed for each user and its EER is extracted,776

then the mean and standard deviation of the EER computed for each user is777

presented.778

We used the same protocol in order to observe the behavior of our method on779

this database (which contains a lot more scores per user). With a global thresh-780

old, we obtain an EER of 10.63%, while with individual threshold, we obtain an781

averaged EER of 9.39% (with a standard deviation of 6.72). This would place782

our method at the first place of their Table 2 (which presents methods ordered783

by performance) because their best method (Manhattan scaled) gives an EER784

value of 9.6% (with a standard deviation of 6.9). Our results are also better785

than their one-class SVM application. These better results can be explained by786

the fact that we use impostor samples in our method, instead of the anomaly787

detector which only uses genuine samples in its template.788

6. Conclusion and Perspectives789

The keystroke dynamics authentication is an interesting biometric modality790

as it does not require any additional sensor and is well-accepted by users [11].791

The performance of such systems for authentication purposes is sufficiently high.792

5the timestamp of each capture is saved in the database
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Table 12: Summary of the information provided in the database presented in [33].

Information Description

Users 51 users

Database sample size 20400 passphrases (50*8 samples for each user)

Data sample length 10 characters (‘.tie5Roanl’)

Typing error not allowed

Controlled acquisition yes

Age range between 18 and 70

Gender 30 males & 21 females

PC usage frequency unknown

User profession unknown

Keyboard QWERTY keyboards (laptop)

Acquisition platform Windows

Timing accuracy 200 microseconds with an external clock

The proposed method in this work outperforms all methods in the literature in793

deployment conditions (i.e., if the number of captures for the enrollment is794

limited to 5) even though the computation time for enrollment remains higher.795

We can argue that this method is efficient when users type the same shared796

secret to authenticate themselves, and even if the template creation can take797

more time, the authentication process is as fast as in the other methods.798

In order to compare the performance of the proposed method with that of799

the other ones, we have created a large database [36] with more than 100 users800

with at least 5 sessions for the acquisition phase. This database is available801

for the research community (some databases were used in several works [49, 25]802

but not used by other researchers or were not made publicly available) and has803

allowed us to answer multiple questions.804

We saw that using individual thresholds could improve the performance of805

the system. One of our future works will involve identifying a method allowing806

a quick and easy configuration of individual thresholds without impostors’ data.807

Good robustness was shown for these algorithms for different keyboards. The808

benefit of supervised template update mechanisms of the biometric reference809

was also demonstrated.810
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811

Several factors have to be tested in the keystroke dynamics domain. This812

often implies creating a new database especially designed for the corresponding813

tests (i.e., dependency on the keyboard, computer operating systems, knowledge814

of the password, size of the password, content of the password). These databases815

can be created by merging different databases from different researchers or by816

creating new ones with the help of GREYC-Keystroke software.817

A security analysis of keystroke dynamics will also be an interesting point to818

explore in the future (i.e., analysis of security problems inherent to the modality819

or its implementations).820
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